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Introduction
In September 2016, working with regeneration architects ‘We Made That’, I researched the fascinating,
largely industrial, history of the Thames riverside at Charlton. The commission was awarded jointly by
development as an ‘opportunity site’ in the London Plan, with a projected capacity for 3,000–5,000 new
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industrial use in the late 19th and early 20th century. The fortunes of large industrial occupiers declined

and distribution sheds, as well as new roads and car parking. Despite this, interesting pockets of historic
buildings remain, notably at the river’s edge and within the former Siemens complex. Additionally, the

An overview of the study area
The study area lies on the south bank of the Thames where the river straightens from its double curve
lateral bounded on the north by just over a mile of waterfront, on the west by Angerstein’s Wharf and

within the parish boundaries of the historic village that clusters on the hill around the church. The site

operational by 1984. A second amenity feature is the riverside walkway which runs from the west as far
the Barrier, the designated start/end of the Thames Path. The walkway continues inland into the site of
the study area but consideration was given to the surviving features that lend historic character to the

Current condition

by light industrial and ‘out of town’ retail sheds. The Angerstein and Murphy’s ballast wharfs dominate
the western fringe on a closed site. As well as using the rail connection, an intensive lorry operation

the east, the arterial road turns south along an ancient road alignment, Anchor & Hope Lane, to reach
group of Edwardian houses on Anchor & Hope Lane remains as a legacy of industrial employment.
group to the north east corner. Now named the Westminster Trading Estate, the group of late 19th and
early 20th century buildings represents the legacy of one of the area’s biggest former industries and
employers, the Siemens Telegraph Cable Works. From 1863 until 1967 the Charlton site of this interna
tional engineering business focused on a wide range of telecommunications, and was at the forefront of
communications technology throughout this time, including during both World Wars.
Previous research and protection measures

heritage designation standards and ‘listing coverage’ is poor. The area’s coverage by Pevsner’s Buildings
For the eastern third of the site, this paucity of research is resolved by inclusion in the excellent Survey
2 However, this has not been followed up with any consideration of heritage
of London: Woolwich
features for statutory listing.
one building appears on the local list of heritage assets: a former administration building for Siemens at

As a result of our study, proposals for two conservation areas and a number of recommendations for
listing buildings were made to the Borough.
John Smith’s History of Charlton3 was an invaluable reference source in the preparation of this study,
at the Museum of London Docklands.

stretch of river between these points, including the Greenwich Marsh and Charlton Marsh, remained

Drainage and cultivation of the marshes began on the land closest to Greenwich from Tudor times; the
Charlton Marsh was late to be drained, certainly at the riverside, the boundary between the Greenwich
This was constructed by William Lambarde, a local landowner, c.1555 to protect his manor east of

The boundary is still marked at its northern end by the road bearing its name; the southern continuation
that marks the corner of Lombard’s Wall still stands by the new M&S/Sainsbury’s superstore.

Figure 1. Skinner’s Plan, 1746. Greenwich Heritage Centre Archive
Figure 2. Tithe map of Charlton and Greenwich parishes. Greenwich Heritage Centre Archive

the Great Manor Way, much later it became Anchor & Hope Lane. The riverside pub at the head of this
roadway seems to have existed from the 17th century, as payment of rent by the landlords appears in

Increased cultivation required new access routes, and two more are seen on maps by the start of the 19th

Ayles constructed a rope walk and tar kettleshop that, upon his death in 1862, continued as a family

Lane.

The riverside was increasingly adopted for industrial purposes during the 19th century due to a conver
gence of factors: the proximity to existing manufacturing centres at Greenwich and Woolwich, with their
specialisms in boatbuilding, armaments and other military requirements; a source of raw materials in the
sand and gravel pits below Charlton Hanging Wood; easy access to the river at a time when London’s
ship and rail transportation.
In the late 1830s the marshland leading back from the river front was little developed. A Thames
Navigation Plan of c.1839 shows a group of buildings including the Anchor & Hope Inn, the Ayles
ropeworks and a small dock or boatyard.

Figure 3. The Anchor & Hope. Author
The Anchor & Hope was one of the earliest beer houses in Charlton dating from the 16th century and
met the river.
Its riverside site meant it was one of the pubs that traditionally served the ferrymen and lightermen

landmark for shipping. The pub also had its own private causeway and jetty when the greater proportion
of its customers arrived by boat. The building suffered severe damage when the nearby United Glass
under the War Damage Act.

Figure 4. Evidence of shipbreaking on the foreshore below the Anchor & Hope pub. Author

Castle’s shipbreaking operation
The foreshore in front of the pub can be accessed at low tide by stairs – one of only two places this is
possible at Charlton – and here can be found some of the most interesting evidence of industrial activity

of the most famous wooden battleships were dismantled on Charlton riverside, including the Duke of
Wellington
Impregnable, the Caledonian, the steel
Ajax and iron Alexandria
acre was needed for cutting up and sale of ships’ timbers. Customers for the reclaimed timber included
constructed from timbers bought from Castle’s. The Charlton site continued to 1933 and that at Long’s
Wharf to 1938.
In recent years, the Thames Discovery Programme conducted by Museum of London Archaeological
4 At low tide, a large number of timbers can
still be examined; in most cases MOLA has linked them to actual ships known to have been broken up
here, and it has been possible to identify the structural purpose of each timber member through reference
to historic shipbuilding practice. The site has furthered understanding of the construction of 19th century
warships, and is considered to be one of the most important maritime archaeological sites in the country.

Figure 5. Corys’ boatbuilders,1889. Courtesy of the PLA Collection/Museum of London

Boatbuilding & Corys’ (Figure 5)

the most prominent was William Cory & Sons. Cory had already been associated with the transportation
of coal on the Thames for 30 years by the time William Cory & Sons Ltd was established in 1838. The
Colliers brought coal to London which had to be unloaded into lighters to reach riverside wharfs. Corys’

Atlas 1, for the transhipment of
coal in the middle of the Thames off Charlton. Winning a legal challenge from Thames Conservancy in
the High Court, they expanded the operation with the purpose built Atlas 2 in 1866, and by the 1870s
Atlas 1 was replaced by the larger Atlas 3 in 1898, and the company continued to prosper until
World War 1. A legacy of this time is the building of ‘Atlas’ and ‘Derrick’ Gardens c.1908 to house
workers in two squares of terraced maisonettes, still standing today.

companies led to a network of wharfs and installations in the Thames and Medway areas owned by
sheds on the riverfront today date from the expansion of the bargebuilding works in 1911.
The Charlton works are probably unique in being a boat repair facility in continuous use on the same

Figure 6. Corys’ 2017. Author

operational, steel framed with steel truss roofs, and presenting blank brick gable ends to the roadway.
To the west of the boat slips are a range of timber framed sheds of earlier date. The type and style of the
framing is exactly that of a shed that appears in a photograph of the barge works dated 1889. On evidence

Angerstein’s Wharf
John Angerstein, MP for Greenwich, amongst other business interests in the area, built a branch railway
of the Blackheath railway tunnel was reputedly used to form the embankment. From the outset the line
has been exclusively dedicated to freight, and survives as the current Angerstein Wharf branch serving

Glenton’s Sand and Ballast Railway/the Charlton Ropes Railway

still stands. The pits were exhausted by the early 20th century and the tracks fell into disuse. However,

Figure 7. Tram repair depot and rail
connection to Angerstein’s Wharf, 1938.
Greenwich Heritage Centre Archive
ropeworks railway, 2017. Author

East of the site: Siemens Brothers (Figure 9)
Apart from a few independent wharfs, the eastern part of the site was dominated by a single company
between 1863 and 1967: Siemens Brothers’ Telegraph and Telephone Works. Werner and Karl Wilhelm

Millbank the operation moved, in 1863, to the Charlton/Woolwich border. The larger premises allowed
telecommunications industries on the lower Thames; Enderby’s Wharf at Greenwich had produced the
earliest transatlantic submarine cables several years before and another cable factory at North Woolwich
was established in 1859. The Siemens’ enterprise, at the forefront of technological advancement, was an

The orders for thousands of miles of cable required expansion of both workforce and premises. Two to

ship, the Faraday, moored at their wharf.
telephone cables and associated technology. The future development of the site lay away from the river,

single storey engineering shed behind. The former two buildings survive.
In 1916 the British Government expropriated the company’s controlling German interest so that it effec
tively became entirely British. Most of its work at this time was directly or indirectly government or
After the First World War, telephone apparatus and cable making were the main activities. In 1930,
to replace the ‘candlestick’ form, Siemens introduced what would become the ubiquitous ‘neophone’
Siemens. Submarine cable work transferred to Telcon at Greenwich. Corporate relations with Germany
were severed once again as the Second World War loomed.
The earliest block of 1865 was destroyed, and there were 27 separate occasions of serious damage.
Special wartime work included the loop of sweep cable designed to explode magnetic bombs in the

Figure 10. Wagons on Durham Wharf,1930. Courtesy of the PLA Collection/Museum of London

work, the decision was made to close the Woolwich works in early 1968, with the loss of around 6000

use as lettable trading estate. Today, buildings predominantly of the 1870s–1890s line the north side of

The map of 1902 shows that much of New Charlton remained undeveloped with allotments and market
gardens covering the drained marshes. The gathering pace of industrial development meant that this
would change completely in the forty years leading up to the Second World War.5
United Glass Bottle Works
Glass bottle making began at Charlton on land behind the Anchor & Hope pub in 1907. Glassmaking
was a local industry dating back to Tudor times, with the availability of sand at seams in Woolwich and
Plumstead. Skills and raw materials were now exploited for modern production facilities established at
American machinery and four large furnaces. Sand was still extracted from the Charlton pits at this date
well, while the products from the factory left via a complex network of railway tracks connecting to the
Angerstein Wharf branch. Production was diverse and included all manner of commercial requirements
including milk bottles.
During the Second World War, UGB produced 4 million blood transfusion bottles, millions of water
milk bottle supply. In the postwar world, the introduction of the NHS and increased demand for medical

Figure 11. Durham Wharf, 2017. Author

and prescription ware gave a boost to production, 220 million glass bottles being produced annually.
In the late 1960s, competition from plastics and rising costs made the manufacture of glass at Charlton
unviable, with higher wages, power and other overhead costs in London. In October 1966 United Glass
announced the plant was to close, and the site sold in September 1967 for a Sainsbury’s distribution
depot.
Durham Wharf
Durham Wharf was built in the early 20th century for transhipment of goods – mainly coal and sand – to
rails embedded in the wharf and the jetty approaches are the last remains of the formerly extensive
connecting sidings in the area. The wharf is in reasonably good structural condition despite the last

Charlton Ropeworks Ltd

site by the dedicated narrow gauge railway already described.

Figure 13. Interwar building of J Stone & Co, 2017. Author

are some of the last remaining traces of industrial processes at Charlton.
J Stone & Co
J Stone & Co was founded as an engineering works by Josiah Stone in Deptford in 1831, making copper

superior to conventional cast iron. ‘Stone’s Bronze Propellers’ were used by shipping companies and
Demand lead to the purchase of land for new foundries at Charlton in 1916.
Between the wars Stones produced ‘Heliston’ and ‘Novoston’ design propellers and introduced new

manufacture of propellers for some of the world’s most famous ships: Cunard’s Queen Mary and Queen
Elizabeth, the Normandie and the Empress of Britain. The propellers for the Queen Mary weighed 35
tons and had a diameter of 20 feet. The mould weighed over 100 tons and the cast bronze took ten days
to the Clyde.
opment of light metal castings for aircraft frames and engines, the company had to devise highly mecha

third of the buildings were destroyed. 24 hour production never stopped for any length of time however;
and Merchant Navies.

and senior management building overlooking the river at the end of Anchor & Hope Lane dates from the
high water mark in the company’s fortunes. Approximately 1200 people worked at Charlton, enjoying

1980s much of the business had gone, and only Stone Foundries & Fasteners – no longer engaged in the
marine business – remained.

Stone Foundries today

this date is in its original use anywhere in Greater London, and a foundry must be unique. The current
that time clearly anticipates the outbreak of World War Two and the building is thus of not only local but

surrounds, hardwood dado to stairs, a steel balustrade with ‘streamline’ curves and hardwood handrail,
tall window lighting the upper stair landing. It is a delightful original interior, and a unique survival at

G A Harvey

Anticipating moving to a war production footing, further land was bought in 1937 and engineering sheds
erected.

Harbour installations. The harbours were assembled in the drained East India Dock.

Skills and innovations honed during the war were subsequently utilised across a spectrum of products
and gauzes, tanks and fractionating columns for the chemical and oil industries. A familiar sight in 1950s
Charlton was large and unusual loads leaving Harvey’s by transporter lorry or river barge.
off including land parcels for – amongst other things – the new approach road to the Blackwall Tunnel

Johnsen & Jorgensen (Flint Glass)

of glass on site and subsequently specialised in tubular glass and plastic enclosures used in pharmaceu
tical, cosmetic and food industries. A large manufacturing and warehouse complex was complemented

‘Tramatorium’

mile of sidings linked by a specially constructed traverser platform. Upon the phasing out of routes from
Battersea in the west to Abbey Wood in the east, trams were brought from all across South London to

provided much interest for local people for over two years.

this report receive consideration and – where merited – rigorous protection. As already described, the
surviving buildings tell stories that are variously of local, national, and – particularly pertaining to the
creation of two separate conservation areas, at the Thames Barrier/Siemens site and at the Anchor &
Hope riverside, and a number of statutory or local listing recommendations for individual buildings.
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Survey of London 48: Woolwich
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A useful and profusely illustrated account of industrial development in the area is given in Mills,
M, Greenwich and Woolwich at Work. Sutton Publishing, 2002.

